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ABSTRACT

Recognizing others is a major challenge for people with
visual impairments (VIPs) and can hinder engagement in
social activities. We present Accessibility Bot, a research
prototype bot on Facebook Messenger, that leverages stateof-the-art computer vision and a user’s friends’ tagged
photos on Facebook to help people with visual impairments
recognize their friends. Accessibility Bot provides users
information about identity and facial expressions and
attributes of friends captured by their phone’s camera. To
guide our design, we interviewed eight VIPs to understand
their challenges and needs in social activities. After
designing and implementing the bot, we conducted a diary
study with six VIPs to study its use in everyday life. While
most participants found the Bot helpful, their experience
was undermined by perceived low recognition accuracy,
difficulty aiming a camera, and lack of knowledge about the
phone’s status. We discuss these real-world challenges,
identify suitable use cases for Accessibility Bot, and distill
design implications for future face recognition applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Recognizing people is a major challenge for people with
visual impairments (VIPs) [15,43], preventing them from
fully engaging in many social activities and undermining
their sense of privacy and physical security [4]. For
example, when a VIP enters a meeting room, classroom, or
cafeteria, it is difficult for her to know who is present. As a
result, VIPs can be reluctant to leave their homes, which
may contribute to anxiety and depression [17,43].
Face recognition technology presents an opportunity for
VIPs to overcome this challenge. State-of-the-art computer
vision algorithms can detect [32,40,58] and recognize faces
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[19,44,61] in the presence of blur, occlusion, noise, and
with different poses and lighting conditions. Some face
recognition algorithms provide recognition results in near
real time with high accuracy (e.g., [48,50]). In addition,
computer vision algorithms can recognize people’s facial
expressions (e.g., [10,45]) and facial attributes such as eyes
and facial hair (e.g., [11,30]), which are also important cues
for effective social communication [24,34,38]. When
integrated into mobile or wearable devices, these
technologies can potentially enable VIPs to recognize their
friends and better engage in social activities.
Researchers have designed different face recognition
systems [14,25,27,28,47] to help VIPs recognize their
friends; however, these systems had major limitations. First,
most of them were not equipped with state-of-the-art face
recognition models based on neural networks (e.g., [59])
and thus were less accurate. Second, they did not include
(or have access to) images of faces for training, requiring
users to create such a collection from scratch. Third, they
did not tackle potential privacy concerns associated with
this technology. Given these limitations, prior systems are
not ready for widespread, practical use.
We present Accessibility Bot (Figure 1), the first application
for VIPs that leverages the state-of-the-art face detection
and recognition algorithms [59] and existing face images on
Facebook. Accessibility Bot is a bot1 on the Facebook
Messenger platform (it is a research prototype only used in
our study). It was designed based on feedback from our
interview study with eight VIPs. When a user scans the
environment with the Bot’s camera, the bot provides
information about the number of people in front of her in
real time. With a double-tap gesture, the Bot recognizes and
announces the names of people in the current frame if they
are among the user’s Facebook friends and have “tag
suggestions” turned on2. The Bot also describes people’s
facial expressions and attributes (e.g., facial hair), as shown
in Figure 1.
We evaluated Accessibility Bot in the wild with a sevenday diary study with six VIPs. Unlike prior work that
evaluated the recognition algorithms themselves [28,55] or
conducted a single-session study in a controlled lab
1

A Facebook Messenger Bot is a contact on Facebook Messenger, which parses and
understands messages sent to it and responses or automates a task accordingly.
2
At the time of this research, when a user turned on the tag suggestion feature (now
under the Face Recognition setting), Facebook would recognize her face in photos
uploaded by her friends, and suggest her name as a possible tag.

environment [9,47], our participants used the Bot in their
daily lives (e.g., the workspace, parties, outdoors) without
the researchers’ supervision. During the seven days, we
asked them to use Accessibility Bot in different scenarios,
completing a daily survey to document their experiences.

the user needed to hold the camera still for several seconds
to conduct the face recognition. When evaluated with five
blindfolded sighted people and two people with low vision,
the system showed an accuracy of 0.83 for sighted people
and 0.63 for low vision people.

In general, most participants found the Bot helpful and
enjoyed using it in social activities. However, the main
problem they encountered was incorrect recognition results,
as some participants perceived the Bot’s accuracy to be
much lower than its performance on a standard test dataset
[60]. We found that the low perceived accuracy was largely
due to participants’ difficulty in aiming the camera, which
led to the photos’ low quality, such as blurriness, low
luminance, or cropping of faces in frame. The problem was
further exacerbated by the lack of feedback about photo
quality and the smartphone’s status. In terms of social
acceptance, most participants found it appropriate to use the
tool in public, and suggested use cases, such as parties with
lots of people and noise. We finally discuss the challenges
of designing and evaluating a face recognition application
for real-world use, and distill a set of design implications
for future similar applications for VIPs.

Unlike research described above that used audio feedback,
McDaniel et al. [33] used haptic feedback to communicate
to the user where nearby people were located. They
designed a belt that has a camera resting on the front and
seven vibration motors around the user’s waist. When a
face was detected, the belt generated vibrations from the
motor that corresponded to the face’s position. The duration
of the vibrations indicated the distance of the face from the
user. The researchers evaluated the effectiveness of the
vibration feedback in informing direction and distance, but
no evaluation was done for the whole system.

RELATED WORK

People with visual impairments face challenges in social
activities. Prior research has revealed a low involvement of
VIPs in social activities [15–17,43,49]. For example,
Desrosiers et al. [16] interviewed 64 older adults with
visual impairments about their participation in 77 life habits
and found that they had significantly lower participation in
social roles, compared to those without disabilities. Prior
research demonstrated the gap between VIPs and people
without such impairments in social activities. While this
gap is not entirely due to challenges in recognizing others,
researchers have found this to be a major issue. Cimariolli
et al.’s study [15] with 365 older VIP adults showed that
recognizing people was one of the most common challenges
in their social life.
Face Recognition for People with Visual Impairments

Advanced face recognition technology has created
opportunities to improve social activities for VIPs. Several
face recognition systems have been designed [14,21,25,55]
on smartphone platforms. For example, Kramer et al. [25]
designed a face recognition application on a smartphone for
VIPs. They evaluated their prototype in classrooms and
meeting rooms and found that it recognized faces with an
accuracy of 96%, even when the faces were looking away
from the camera at a 40-degree angle. Researchers have
also designed face recognition systems on wearable devices
[27,36,38,39,47], such as glasses and smart watches.
Krishna et al. [27] mounted a camera on the nose bridge of
a pair of sunglasses to detect faces and identify face
locations. However, it required a user-constructed dataset of
face images and was not formally evaluated with real users.
GEAR [47] was a smartwatch prototype equipped with a
camera in its wristband. After the system detected a face,

All prior systems were designed and evaluated in controlled
lab environments. However, different challenges are
involved in designing for everyday use in an uncontrolled
environment. No prior work has considered the effect of
recognition failures on the user experience, the difficulty of
collecting a sufficiently large set of face images for model
training, and potential privacy concerns of nearby people
associated with real-time face recognition. OrCam [37] is a
commercial product that recognizes people for VIPs. With a
camera mounted on the frame of a user’s eyeglasses, a user
can take a photo of a friend and hear her name in real-time.
Another mobile application, Seeing AI [35], works
similarly; except that it uses a smartphone’s camera instead
of a mounted camera. Both OrCam and Seeing AI require
users to construct their own training dataset by taking and
labeling photos of their friends. There are no usability
studies of OrCam or Seeing AI published in the literature.
Recognizing Facial Expressions Attributes for VIPs

Not being able to recognize facial expressions and physical
attributes can prevent VIPs from engaging in social
activities. Qiu et al. [42] interviewed 20 VIPs about
nonverbal communication cues, finding that participants
had difficulty perceiving important cues like facial
expressions and understanding others’ feelings. Researchers
in the iCare project [38] spoke with VIP students, their
teachers, and experts in disability studies, and concluded
that descriptions of people’s appearances such as gender
and facial hair can help VIPs identify their friends.
Researchers have designed systems to help VIPs perceive
facial expressions and facial attributes [5,7,26,29,39,51,52].
VibroGlove [26] was a glove with 14 vibration motors on
the phalanges of each finger. Seven facial expressions were
mapped to seven vibration patterns that simulated the shape
of the mouth in each facial expression. Eleven blindfolded
sighted participants and one VIP used the glove to
recognize facial expressions. The results demonstrated the
potential of conveying facial expressions via haptic
feedback. Anam et al. [5] designed Expression, a Google
Glass application that recognized people’s facial attributes

and expressions on a remote server and informed a user of
social signals via audio feedback. Expression was evaluated
with six VIPs and four blindfolded sighted participants in
two dyadic 10-minute conversations with and without
Expression. Participants mostly liked the system but had
minor concerns with the delay of the feedback.
Similar with prior face recognition systems, these facial
attribute recognition systems were designed and evaluated
in controlled lab environments. By evaluating our facial
attribute recognition system outside of a lab environment,
our study yielded deeper insights than prior lab studies.
Blind Photography Technology

Although face recognition can help VIPs recognize friends
in social activities, it is challenging for them to capture
good photos [3,22] for recognition. Researchers have
developed applications to help blind people take photos
[1,2,6,8,12,22,53,56]. EasySnap [22,56] helped blind users
take good portraits by verbally reporting the location and
size of faces in the frame. PortraitFramer [22] allowed users
to explore a photo on the phone screen before capturing it
by touching, providing vibration feedback to inform the
face size and position. While both systems received positive
feedback from the target users, no evaluation reported how
long it took a blind user to capture a good photo when using
these systems. Balata et al. [8] improved the efficiency of
camera aiming by designing BlindCamera, which supported
two predefined target areas (central and golden-ratio),
specifying desired face locations to compose a good portrait.
The system provided audio and vibration feedback to guide
the user to move the camera until the detected face matched
the predefined target area. BlindCamera was evaluated with
four VIPs and 12 blindfolded sighted people in an ideal
situation where the shooting target was a portrait on a wall.
The VIPs and blindfolded sighted participants took a photo
in an average of 34.69s and 8.33s, respectively.
While systems that support users in aiming the camera
yielded positive preliminary results, they were not
evaluated in real-life photo-taking scenarios. Adjusting a
camera based on audio and vibration guidance can take a
relatively long time [8], and is not designed for snapping
photos in a dynamic social environment where people are
moving and turning their heads. Moreover, prior systems
did not address photo blurriness or low luminance, which
are also common issues when taking photos in various
social environments. In our work, we considered prior work
on camera aiming but focused on real-life social situations
and simplified the guidance to reduce interaction time. We
discuss the impact of our design on recognition accuracy
and user experience in the Results section.
EXPLORATORY INTERVIEW STUDY

We conducted an exploratory interview study to understand
VIPs’ needs in social activities. We go beyond prior work
[27,38] by investigating participants’ experiences in
different social scenarios, studying the challenges they face,

ID
Age/Sex
Visual Condition
39/F
Blind since she was 13 months old
P1
36/F
Blind since 10 years ago.
P2
28/F
Ultra low vision.
P3
40/F
Blind since she was 3 years old.
P4
64/F
Blind. She lost her vision 10 years ago.
P5
22/F
Ultra low vision.
P6
20/M
Blind since birth.
P7
48/F
Blind since she was 15 years old.
P8
Table 1. Participants’ demographics in the interview study.

the strategies they use to overcome these challenges, and
their unmet needs.
Method

We recruited eight VIPs (1 male, 7 female, Table 1), whose
ages ranged from 20 to 64 (mean=37). All participants were
legally blind, meaning that either (1) their best-corrected
visual acuity in their better eye (i.e., the eye with higher
visual acuity) was 20/200 or worse, or (2) their visual field
was 20 degrees or narrower [63]. We conducted in-person
semi-structured interviews, asking participants to describe
their recent social activities. For each activity, we asked
them about the difficulties they experienced when finding,
recognizing, and interacting with people. We concluded by
asking them to describe the information they need when
navigating the social activities, and to assess the importance
of each kind of information. The interview lasted one hour.
We compensated each participant with a $100 gift card.
We coded the interview transcripts using Burnard’s method
[13]. Two researchers coded two samples separately and
discussed the categories. One researcher then coded the
remaining transcripts based on the agreed categories.
Findings
The Importance of Recognizing People

Being able to recognize friends was extremely important to
the participants. They wanted to know who was around to
engage socially and feel safe. In the study, all participants
agreed that it was their right to know who was around
because it was what sighted people always know. As P3
mentioned, “It’s not that I want to be able to judge people,
but it’s because this is the visual information that I used to
get that I'm not getting anymore.”
Strategies for recognizing people in social activities

Besides asking for sighted assistance, our participants have
developed strategies to identify and locate people nearby.
All participants mentioned that they could identify a friend
by voice, but they usually needed to walk around and wait
until they heard their friend’s voice. Another common
practice is to call out names and ask about people’s
locations: “I had to go outside and say, ‘Who's here?’ and
wait for people to announce themselves” (P3). People also
used their phones to locate others. Despite the development
in location sharing services such as PeopleFinder Lite [64],
most participants did not use these services but simply call
or text their friends when they were nearby.

However, all these strategies have limitations. Calling out
for names would not be appropriate in quiet environment
such as libraries or classrooms. It is also not as effective in
noisy settings such as train stations or busy restaurants.
Calling or texting on the phone can suffer from the lack of
location references or synchronization. As P5 described,
“My [blind] husband and I were going to have dinner and
decided to meet inside the front door of a mall. I went in
one side and he went through the other. Finally, some
woman came up and said, ‘Are you meeting a blind
gentleman? He is standing about ten feet away.’”
Information Needs in Social Interactions

Participants wanted to know the following kinds of
information in order of priority: a) identity, b) relative
location, c) physical attributes, and d) facial expressions.
Krishna et al. [27] showed that facial expressions, identity,
and body gestures were the top three kinds of information
that VIPs need in social interactions. Our findings extended
this prior finding and revealed a different set of priorities.
Identity. All participants believed that knowing the
identities of people around them, especially their friends,
was helpful in social interactions. In particular, participants
were interested in finding a specific person: “I may not care
about everybody, it’ll be easier for me to be more specific,
say looking for certain people” (P1). Some participants
wanted to be able to recognize celebrities or some relatively
famous people to build connections. “Sometimes you didn’t
know someone, but you know she’s the president of Syrian
Action Fund. It would be cool to be like, oh there she is, I
want to meet her. That’d be helpful for networking” (P6).
Relative Location. Six participants wanted to know where
others were relative to themselves. When noticing a friend
is nearby, they wanted to know which direction and how far
away he is, in order to find him and start a conversation.
Physical attributes. Five participants agreed that knowing
people’s appearance was important because it reflected
their personalities and fashion trends. As P3 said, “People
have their own style and it says things about their
personality. I could also ask where they bought [their
outfits] and get something similar.” However, the other
three participants didn’t care about others’ appearances.
Most participants who became blind later in life (P2, P5) or
had ultra low vision (P3, P6, ultra low vision means a
person’s visual acuity in her better eye is 20/500 or worse
[23]) were interested in people’s appearance, while most
congenitally blind participants (P1, P4) were not. There
were only two exceptions: P7 who was born blind wanted
to learn about fashion trends from descriptions of others’
appearance, while P8, who became blind at 15, did not
think this was necessary.
Facial Expressions. Three participants believed that it was
important to know information about others’ facial
expressions. P3 also mentioned that knowing others’ facial
expressions would be useful in business-related

interactions. However, others did not think they needed
such information since they could perceive a person’s affect
through conversations and deduce their facial expressions.
“[Facial expressions] can kind of be sensed through the way
people talk. I’m not certain if that would be important if I
can grasp it from other cues” (P1).
Other Information. Participants also mentioned other kinds
of information that they wanted to know in social activities.
Some participants felt that knowing relationships between
people was important and could help them develop
conversations. “I used to go to parties as a sighted person.
You didn’t just observe age and all that, you observed the
connections and who’s coming with who, who’s meeting
who” (P4). Some participants were interested in who was
available for a conversation during social activities. “What
sighted people do is they walk up to somebody and start a
conversation. So it would be nice to know if a person was
already engaged in a conversation or looking around and
available for a conversation” (P5).
ACCESSIBILITY BOT

After learning the needs for facial information by VIPs, as
well as issues with their current strategies, we designed
Accessibility Bot as a research prototype to provide lowcost, mobile, real-time support for such needs. Using
Facebook’s face recognition algorithm [59], the Bot
provides facial information including identity (which is
usually deduced from one’s face), face locations, and facial
expressions and attributes via a screen reader to VIPs.
Accessibility Bot is a Facebook Messenger Bot (see
footnote 1 for an explanation of a Facebook Messenger
Bot). We integrated the Bot into Facebook Messenger since
Facebook Messenger supports easy and reliable access to
the camera and the Facebook API, which provides face
recognition services to recognize a user’s Facebook friends.
Facebook Messenger is a widely-used platform with 1.2
billion monthly active users [65], so people can likely
access and learn how to use the Bot more easily than a new
application. Since Facebook is a unique platform that
contains both connections among people with real names
and a large number of tagged photos, the Bot on Facebook
Messenger enables the face recognition to be trained on the
existing photos of the users’ Facebook friends, and relieves
the users from having to construct a collection of face
images to train the models by themselves.
We illustrate the interaction flow of Accessibility Bot in
Figure 1. The Bot works with TalkBack [20], the built-in
screen reader on Android. We chose Android because it is
the most widely used mobile platform [66]. When a user
opens the Messenger App and starts a conversation with the
Bot, it replies with a short introduction, instructing the user
to turn on the camera for face recognition (Figure 1b).
To help the user aim the camera, the Bot reports the number
of faces in the camera’s view in real-time (Figure 1c). Since
the user’s goal is to get information about people around

Figure 1. Accessibility Bot: a) the Bot appears as a contact in Facebook Messenger; b) it automatically replies to the user and
tells her to use the camera; c) it detects faces in real time and verbally reports the number of faces; d) it lists the recognition
results and reports people’s identities and relative locations; e) a user can navigate the list and selectively listen to a specific
person’s detailed facial information. The text on the bottom is for demonstration purposes and does not appear in the app.

them rather than frame a good photo, we decided not to
provide more detailed feedback. As long as the user hears
that there is a face in the frame, she can trigger the
recognition directly without adjusting the camera further.
The user can double-tap to trigger face recognition. We
chose this gesture since it’s a standard screen reader
gesture, with which users are already familiar. This gesture
also ensures that face recognition is only performed with
clear intent. The Bot then sends the current frame to a
remote server to recognize the faces. The Bot only
recognizes a person if he is the user’s Facebook friend and
allows tag suggestions (footnote 2). Otherwise, he will be
referred to as “unknown person.” Before the recognition,
the Bot announces, “start recognition,” to notify the user to
wait for the recognition results (which usually takes a few
seconds). The image is not stored locally or remotely on the
server, but discarded after the detection and recognition
process is completed.
In addition to recognizing faces, Accessibility Bot also
provides people’s relative location (left or right), facial
expressions (happy, surprised, angry, sad, and neutral), and
facial attributes (e.g., whether the face is smiling, or has
glasses or facial hair). Once the face recognition process is
complete, the Bot organizes and returns all the facial
information person by person in a list (Figure 1d).
Since VIPs rely heavily on audio signals to understand the
environment, too much audio feedback from Accessibility
Bot could be distracting. We minimized the distraction by
prioritizing certain information. Based on our interview
study, we grouped facial information into two priority
levels: (1) People’s identity and their relative location, and
(2) Facial expression and facial attributes. The Bot only
automatically announces people’s identity and relative face
location after the recognition. For example, in Figure 1d, it
reports, “two people, from left to right, may include Eric
Lee, Helen Sun (fake names).” To communicate the
location of the faces, we reported the names in order from

left to right based on the face position, so that a user would
know who was on the left, in front of, and to the right of her
camera. After knowing who is in the frame and their
relative location, if the user is interested in a specific
person, she can navigate to him in the list with a swipe
gesture and listen to his detailed facial information: “Eric
Lee, no eye glasses, eyes opened, happy mood, smiling, no
facial hair” (Figure 1e). The user can then navigate to the
“Resume” button at the end of the list and double tap to
resume the real-time face detection.
Accessibility Bot uses the proprietary Facebook API to
conduct face recognition. The face recognition model was
designed and trained in a similar way to Zhang et al.’s
method [59]. Our algorithm reached above a 97% accuracy
on the People In Photo Albums (PIPA) dataset [60], which
consists of over 60000 instances of ~2000 individuals
collected from public Flickr photo albums. For each face
detected in a photo, we used SVM classifiers to predict
different characteristics of the face, including both facial
expressions (e.g., happy, angry) and facial attributes (e.g.,
glasses, facial hair). Those classifiers were trained
separately and reached a precision of 0.9 or above on public
Facebook photos. To increase the accuracy, the Bot only
recognizes a user’s top 200 friends on Facebook. We rank
the friends by their tie strength to the user using a method
similar to Gee et al.’s work [18].
DIARY STUDY

We evaluated Accessibility Bot with a seven-day diary
study. Our goal was to evaluate its effectiveness and social
acceptability in different real-life situations.
Method
Participants

We recruited six VIP participants (2 male, 4 female), whose
ages ranged from 32 to 39 (mean=36), as shown in Table 2.
All participants were legally blind. Two of them were
totally blind, two had ultra low vision and relied on screen
readers, while the other two had functional vision and used

Name

Sex/Age

Anne

F/39

Blind since she was 13 months.

Visual Condition

Kate

F/32

Peter

M/38

Matt

M/32

Ultra low vision; only has a little vision in
the right eye; can see shadows and light.
Ultra low vision; totally blind on the left
eye and a little vision on the right eye.
Blind since two years ago.

Marie

F/33

Susan

F/39

Low vision; cannot see stuff far away or
details; cannot recognize faces.
Low vision; has Coloboma and retinal
detachment; no peripheral vision; has
blurry and dark spots in the central vision.

Technology Experience
She has an iPhone and an Android phone. She used Android device
and TalkBack for her last job. She used a Bluetooth braille display.
She has a Samsung Mega Android smartphone. She has been using
Android and TalkBack for five years.
He normally uses an iPhone. He uses Android because he teaches
adaptive technology. He had a braille display with Android phone.
He uses an iPhone. He has experience with Android and TalkBack,
but he does not like using Android phone.
She has an HTC Desire smartphone and an iPad. She uses both
TalkBack and zoom on Android phone.
She has a Samsung Galaxy S5. She thinks it has a bigger screen
than an iPhone. She uses magnification on the smartphone. She
does not use screen reader, such as TalkBack.

Android Phone
Kyocera Hydro Icon
c6730; Android 4.4.2
Nexus 5;
Android 4.4.3
Nexus 5;
Android 4.4.3
Nexus 5;
Android 5.0.1
HTC Desire 700;
Android 5.1
Samsung Galaxy S5;
Android 5.0

Table 2. Participants’ demographics in the diary study.

magnification on their smartphones. All participants had
experience with Android smartphones. They were all
Facebook and Facebook Messenger users. Anne (P1 in
Table 1) took part in both the exploratory interview study
and this diary study. Participants were compensated with a
$100 Amazon gift card for each day of the study.

helpful, in what situations they wanted to use it, and how it
could be improved. We also asked them to estimate the
accuracy of the Bot based on their daily experiences.
Finally, we asked participants to demonstrate how they
used the Bot both on themselves and on other people.

Procedure

We video recorded the tutorial and final interview sessions.
We transcribed the videos and coded the transcriptions in
the same way as the exploratory interview study. We also
aggregated participants’ answers to the daily survey.

The study consisted of three parts: a one-hour tutorial, a
seven-day diary study, and a one-hour final interview.
The tutorial session was conducted in the lab. We started by
asking participants’ demographic information and their
engagement in social activities. We gave participants who
didn’t have an Android smartphone a Nexus 5 and set up
Accessibility Bot for them. We then demonstrated the Bot
and asked them to test it on the researchers and themselves
(i.e., a selfie). Participants practiced using the Bot until they
could confidently recognize all facial information and get
the audio descriptions. Susan had little experience with
TalkBack, so we also trained her to use TalkBack.
Participants used Accessibility Bot for one week in their
daily life. During the course of the study, we asked them to
use Accessibility Bot in at least four days. We sent each
participant an eight-question survey (Table 3) once each
day, asking them whether they used the Bot and their
experience with the Bot for that day. We asked them to fill
in the survey everyday, including the days in which they
did not use the Bot. To avoid interrupting participants’
social activities, we only asked them to fill in the daily
survey by the end of each day. Participants could email or
call us at anytime during the week for troubleshooting.
Lastly, we conducted a follow-up semi-structured
interview, where we asked participants whether the Bot was
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

Did you use the Accessibility Bot today?
In what situations did you use Accessibility Bot?
Approximately how many people were present when you used
Accessibility Bot?
How helpful was the Accessibility Bot today?
(Extremely, very, somewhat, a little, not at all)
How accurate was the Accessibility Bot today?
(Extremely, very, somewhat, a little, not at all)
What was the biggest difficulty that you encountered while using
the Accessibility Bot today?
What can be done to improve Accessibility Bot?
If you did not use the Bot, why didn’t you use it today?

Table 3. Eight-question survey for the diary study

Analysis

Results
Usage Patterns

According to the daily survey, all participants used
Accessibility Bot in at least seven instances over the whole
week, while three participants used it more than ten times.
All participants used the Bot on at least four days: two
participants used the Bot on four days, three used it on five
days, and one used it on all seven days.
Each participant used Accessibility Bot in at least three
different scenarios during the week. Participants identified
the following scenarios:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At home with family (6 participants)
At a small gathering with friends (5 participants)
At a work-related event (3 participants)
For taking a selfie (3 participants)
On the train (1 participants)
While camping (1 participants)
While browsing photos (1 participants)

Perceived Helpfulness

Four participants found the Bot helpful and were impressed
when the Bot provided accurate recognition results. Peter
said, “It was useful because I could tell who was in the
crowd [with the Bot]. When I was with people, it would tell
me she’s smiling, he’s smiling, looks angry.” However,
Matt and Anne found it hard to use because it was difficult
to aim the camera (see Interaction Design section).
We observed a relationship between participants’ visual
condition and the perceived helpfulness of the Bot. Two
participants with ultra low vision (Kate and Peter) rated the
Bot as “very helpful,” two participants with medium low
vision (Marie and Susan) thought it was “a little to
somewhat helpful,” while another two who were totally

blind (Anne and Matt) had difficulty using the Bot and
generally did not find it helpful at all. However, as opposed
to Matt who gave negative feedback throughout the whole
week, Anne’s assessment changed the last two times she
used the Bot, saying that it was more accurate and a little
helpful. It suggests that users who are blind may experience
a higher learning curve than people who still have
functional vision when using the Bot.
Our results did not show a novelty effect. While Anne’s
rating increased from not helpful to a little helpful, Peter’s
rating reduced from very helpful to somewhat helpful in the
last day. All others did not have noticeable trends.
The Scope of Face Recognition

Participants liked being able to recognize their Facebook
friends. It enabled them to recognize more people than
using other methods. As Kate mentioned, “It’s helpful,
especially if it’s based on your friends on Facebook.
Because I know I’m definitely Facebook friends with way
more people than I know their voices just by hearing.”
Participants also noted that limiting the recognizable people
to a user’s Facebook friends could protect nearby people’s
privacy. “It did not pick up people who were not on my
Facebook page. That was really, really neat. I think that’ll
probably take care of the privacy issue” (Peter).
However, some participants still found the scope of face
recognition to Facebook friends to be limited. For example,
Anne met some friends but could not use Accessibility Bot
because they were not her Facebook friends. “If there were
people in your life you regularly interact with, but you
weren’t friends with on Facebook, or they don’t have a
Facebook [account], or they’re people who prefer not to
have photos on Facebook, I hope the Bot could recognize
them too.” This finding suggests the need to supplement the
collection of photos on Facebook with photos taken by
users of their non-Facebook friends, as in OrCam [37].
Recognition Accuracy
Perceived Accuracy

Recognition accuracy heavily influenced participants’
experience with Accessibility Bot. When using the Bot,
participants often asked a sighted person to check whether
the descriptions were accurate. We asked participants to
estimate the Bot’s accuracy and referred to their estimate as
the perceived accuracy in this paper. We found that
participants’ perceived accuracy varied, ranging from 0.2 to
0.9 with a mean of 0.63 (SD=0.25). This perceived
accuracy was much lower than the accuracy of our
algorithm on the test dataset (see Accessibility Bot section).
This finding highlighted the mismatch between the high
performance of computer vision technologies on standard
benchmark datasets and the poor experience of visually
impaired users with those technologies in the wild. We
identified the factors that contributed to such mismatch
based on participants’ feedback, as follows.

First, the recognition algorithm performed poorly with
photos taken by our participants due to various image
quality issues. Our study underlined the challenges of
taking good photos for VIPs (see Interaction Design
section). As a result, photos taken by our participants were
more likely to have low luminance, blur, and partially
obscured faces. Indeed, some participants noticed that the
face recognition was only accurate when the photo was
taken in well-lit conditions and captured clear full faces:
“The accuracy for finding the friends was pretty decent as
long as it was a full face… If it was dim, not accurate at all”
(Matt). On the other hand, not being aware of photo quality
issues also contributed to participants’ disappointment with
the Bot, leading to low accuracy ratings.
Second, some participants had high expectations on
Accessibility Bot, or beyond its designed use case. For
example, Susan described a situation where she used the
Bot to recognize a co-worker who was moving away from
the camera. “He has a crutch, so I thought maybe it will say
something about the crutch. But it didn’t. Actually, I don’t
think it said anything about him at all.”
Additionally, people’s appearance could have differed from
the way they looked in tagged photos, leading to misrecognition. As Anne said, “Sometimes [the Bot] did not
recognize a person just because the way they had on their
profile was a lot different than who they were [in real life].”
Reactions to Inaccurate Recognition

Participants reacted differently to Accessibility Bot’s
recognition failures. Some participants felt confused or
frustrated by an incorrect recognition result and would not
trust the Bot afterwards. As a result, they always asked a
sighted person to double-check the Bot’s output. “[The
inaccurate recognition] leaves me something I wasn’t able
to trust. I’d rather trust a human” (Anne).
On the other hand, some participants were more tolerant to
the incorrect information. They believed that, although
there was some inaccurate recognition, getting some
additional information was always better than no
information at all. As Peter mentioned, “Nothing is perfect.
If you’re visually impaired, here you are not going to find a
perfect world. All it does is enhancing the information I
have and what I can use. Whether it is accurate or not, at
least it gives me something to work with.”
Participants provided valuable suggestions to address
recognition inaccuracy. For example, Susan suggested
adding confidence estimations to the results, “I’d rather it
say something like 60 percent sure, rather than saying we
think it’s this, but we cannot guarantee.”
Facial Expressions and Facial Attributes

Almost all participants found the information about facial
expressions and facial attributes helpful. Anne was the one
exception since she felt that she could get that information
easily by talking to people. Other participants explained
that knowing people’s facial expressions before talking

would help them start a conversation. As Peter emphasized,
“[The Bot] told me when people were smiling or angry. If I
was able to tell people’s moods, I could tell someone was
upset, and decide, is this a good moment to come over and
strike up a conversation? I’m not going to know [people’s
mood] [without the Bot] until I really start talking.”

did, since people with low vision were more likely to take a
good photo. It also supported the result from Adam et al.’s
study [3] that people with low vision are more likely to take
photos themselves than those who are totally blind.

Participants expressed some concerns about the facial
expression and attribute information provided by the Bot.
Some found the expressions too dynamic to be captured in a
static photo. Anne described a situation where the Bot
reported a “sad” facial expression: “The facial expression
depends on when I snap it. I don’t think you were
particularly sad, but you just weren’t smiling at that
moment.” Some participants found facial attributes useless
at times. For example, when Matt used the Bot with his
girlfriend, the Bot announced “no facial hair.” He explained
that, “it was trying to find facial hair on my girlfriend. If
there’s no facial hair, just don’t say it.”

Although doable, aiming the camera was still difficult for
the two participants with ultra low vision. In a crowded
environment, the participants had to get close to other
people, and even ask them to pose for the photo. Kate
talked about her experience in a big party, “I still found it
hard to take photos at a big gathering. People would be like
turning their heads or walking away. I had to get close to
them. Like, I’m sorry, can I take your photo?” Moreover,
the participants needed to see the face in a large format on
the screen so that they could check its quality with their
remaining vision. This led them to capture only one face at
a time. “I only took one person at a time. It would be a little
harder for me to get both of [my friends] in there, especially
with the small phone screen” (Kate).

Interaction Design

Social Suitability

As described in the Accessibility Bot section, we required a
user to perform a double tap to trigger face recognition.
This explicit invocation was meant to alleviate nearby
people’s concerns of being unknowingly surveilled.
However, all participants wanted real-time face recognition
over using a gesture to trigger it. The current interaction
was complicated to perform and introduced latency, making
it difficult to capture a desired scene. Matt explained, “That
is adding an extra step. The photo you got was several
seconds ago and the moment has gone already.” Moreover,
participants sometimes shook the phone when conducting
the double tap gesture, leading to a blurry photo. This was
especially problematic for Marie, who could only use her
right hand because of her disability.

Social Acceptability of the Bot

Participants encountered difficulties with aiming the
camera, even when trying to capture a person who was
standing still. This echoed results from prior studies that
focalization was challenging for VIPs (e.g., [22,53,54]).
Participants’ ability to aim a camera was closely related to
their functional vision. The four participants who had some
functional vision (including those with ultra low vision)
were able to decide when to trigger the recognition by
listening to the number of faces in the frame in real time.
When the Bot indicated that there were faces in view, they
could aim the camera with their existing vision. As Kate
described, “It did say one face detected. So I kind of knew,
okay, I can take the photo. That was the guide I needed to
know when was a good time. But I’m kind of glad I can see
a little bit, enough to take a photo.” For those with no
functional vision, however, the current indicators were not
sufficient. Although they knew where people were
generally located based on the number of faces in the frame
reported by the Bot, it was too hard for them to capture
good (not blurry) photos that included people’s entire faces.
This explained our finding that low vision participants felt
Accessibility Bot was more helpful than blind participants

We asked participants about the social acceptability of
Accessibility Bot. Most participants thought it was
acceptable for both private and public settings and claimed
that they had an equal right to see and recognize their
friends; they wanted to benefit from advances in face
recognition technology. “Facial recognition is out there all
the time. You walk through an airport, I guarantee you
there’s some facial recognition software running to pick
people out. If computers can do it, why can’t I take
advantage of it? You’re sighted, you can see and tell who I
am, then why can’t I? I’m not taking any information, but
just want to see who you are” (Peter).
Compared with potential privacy issues, some participants
cared more about possible safety benefits, and thought face
recognition could help them be aware of the surrounding
environment and improve their or their children’s safety.
Peter gave an example of a situation where he hoped
Accessibility Bot could recognize his child: “People can
scream about privacy, but to me it’s a safety issue. I’m
visually impaired. Have you ever seen those leashes for
kids? I want the Bot to recognize where my kid is.”
Unlike other participants, Matt did not think the Bot was
socially acceptable. He worried that people would feel
uncomfortable if he used a camera to scan around. He
thought the Bot would emphasize his disability and further
marginalize him: “You are videoing everybody and making
people uncomfortable. This is not ideal especially in terms
of we’re already disabled. We’re already being looked at in
a certain way, and now, having our phones out and
recording everybody can make us look like a creep.”
Although other participants did not mind using the camera
on the smartphone, they preferred using a less noticeable
device such as a pair of smart glasses or a camera on a cane.

The performance and usability of the Bot also affected its
social acceptability [46]. Some system failures caused
social stigma and lead to participants abandoning the tool
quickly. For example, Anne was fine with the idea of using
the phone to conduct face recognition, but the problems she
encountered, such as inaccurate recognitions, discouraged
her from using it in public. “I really wish I could use it at a
social gathering, but I hesitated. Because when it works
flaky on my phone, it’s hard for people to understand what
I’m doing. I don’t want people see me struggling. If it
works perfectly, then I can use it” (Anne).
We also asked participants about other people’s reaction to
Accessibility Bot. Participants mostly used the Bot to
recognize their friends or family members and said that
they were all supportive of its use. This echoed the result
from Profita et al.’s study [41] that the camera-related
device was considered more socially acceptable if it was
used to support a person with a disability.
Appropriate Use Cases

According to the daily survey, all participants used
Accessibility Bot when gathering with familiar people, such
as their families or friends (see Usage Patterns Section).
Three participants used the Bot at work-related events.
They indicated that the Bot could be helpful in some work
situations, such as meetings where people wouldn’t
introduce themselves to the participants. “I want to know
who is in the room when nobody else is talking. Or when
we’re at a big meeting I want to find out who is sitting
there. So I would take the Bot out” (Kate). Participants said
the most appropriate use cases for the Bot were activities
with many people and a lot of noise, where it was difficult
for them to recognize their friends by their voices alone.
Some participants felt more comfortable using the Bot in
activities with many blind people because they were
concerned about sighted people not understanding what
they were doing. Anne explained: “I used the Bot mostly
with a group of my blind friends because a lot of time blind
people will understand better. With my sighted friends, I
have to explain how I use my phone and what does this
whole camera have to do with the phone. They don’t really
know about blindness and the accessibility stuff.”
Reappropriation

Besides recognizing friends in social activities, participants
also reappropriated Accessibility Bot for other purposes.
Four participants used Accessibility Bot to take selfies and
used it as a mirror to check their appearance. As Peter
described, “It’s like a personalized mirror. It tells me no
facial hair so that I know I got a clean shave today.”
However, some low vision participants found it harder to
take a good selfie than to take a good photo of someone else
because they had to hold the phone far away from
themselves to capture their faces properly, but they couldn’t
see the image well at a distance. “I can kind of see a face in

the screen. But when I hold it this way [holding the phone
far to take a selfie], I can’t see anything” (Kate).
Anne used the Bot as a photo-examination tool to check
who’s in a photo. As she described, “I was trying to take a
picture of a photo on my other phone. There was one person
in the photo and it worked. It was very accurate.”
Usability Issues in the Wild
Lacking Knowledge of the Phone Status

Some participants reported that the recognition was slow.
We observed how they used the Bot in the interview session
and found that they had used it with a weak Internet
connection but were not aware of it. For example, Peter first
used the Bot under a cellphone network service that had a
weak signal in the experiment room and the Bot responded
very slowly. After we connected his phone to Wi-Fi, the
speed improved a lot. “I never did connect it to my Wi-Fi at
home. I didn’t know that would make a difference. Maybe I
did need to be on Wi-Fi” (Peter). Lacking knowledge of the
system status may lead to confusion and system failures.
The Effect of TalkBack

TalkBack introduced additional challenges for our
participants. Peter and Matt, who were mostly iPhone users,
had difficulty with using TalkBack. They felt TalkBack had
a robotic voice and provided unnecessary information, such
as describing the layout of the user interface. Matt was
enthusiastic about the Bot at the beginning, but abandoned
it because of TalkBack. “I think I was running into more
barriers with TalkBack than anything else. It really
diminished my ability to appropriate the Bot” (Matt).
Susan had difficulty with TalkBack since she normally used
the screen magnifier on her phone rather than the screen
reader. She only used TalkBack for the Bot, so she had to
switch between TalkBack and magnification. “I don’t really
like [Talkback]. All of a sudden it’s loud, so I have to wear
headphones all the time. If I don’t want to use it [for other
apps], I have to turn it off.” Susan wanted the Bot to
provide its own audio feedback independent of TalkBack.
DISCUSSION

Our study showed that Accessibility Bot was helpful for
VIPs with functional vision. People with no functional
vision struggled using the Bot because they had difficulty
capturing recognizable photos with the current interaction
design. Accessibility Bot is suitable for various daily
situations, including gathering with family or close friends,
work-related events, loud parties, and activities with many
VIPs. In this section, we discuss the challenges that arose
when designing and evaluating a face recognition
application for real-world use, and distill a set of design
implications for future similar applications.
People with visual impairments were sometimes unaware of
what information would benefit them. For example, half of
our participants did not think it was necessary to receive
people’s facial expression information in the exploratory
study. However, after using Accessibility Bot, most

participants enjoyed having this information. P3 reflected
on this in the exploratory study, “I’m not clear on how
important that information is because I’m not getting it
anymore. When people talk about how facial expressions
are important, it does make me think that I’m missing
something, but I don’t know what I’m missing exactly.”
This demonstrates that while users’ reported needs are
critical for guiding design, researchers should also consider
information that is important to sighted people. In our case,
ample prior work has highlighted the importance of facial
expressions in communication, so we sought to make that
information accessible and understand its impact on VIPs’
experience. This approach moves beyond classic usercentered design that focuses on target users’ reported needs.
Potential privacy concerns posed constraints to the design
of Accessibility Bot. Camera-based technologies have been
fueling heated debates about privacy. Many people
expressed the fear of being recorded and exposed in a live
video stream in public without their knowledge [67]. To
alleviate such concerns, our design required the user to
perform an explicit gesture to trigger face recognition.
However, this design decision made it more challenging for
users to aim the camera and, in turn, reduced the
recognition accuracy and speed, and the overall
effectiveness of the Bot. Since recognition was only
conducted on static photos, the recognition results could not
be improved by analyzing consecutive frames. Moreover,
facial expressions are dynamic, thus expression recognition
would have been more robust if it were conducted over a
time interval. While we understand the public debate about
privacy and real-time face recognition, we note that the
discourse neglects issues of access and equity. In our case,
real-time face recognition would give VIPs access to
information that sighted people already have. Concerns
about real-time face recognition exemplify how the needs
of VIPs are marginalized when technology is designed and
analyzed solely from the perspective of people who do not
have disabilities.
The weeklong diary study allowed us to examine the use of
Accessibility Bot in real-world situations. As such, we
discovered many challenges that researchers do not
typically encounter in lab studies of research prototypes.
For example, we found that a weak Internet connection had
a major impact on the application performance, but
participants were rarely aware of this and thought the
application simply failed. Some participants also struggled
with TalkBack because it had a “robotic” voice, spoke
unnecessary information, and required extra navigation
operations. Such banal challenges had a major negative
impact on people’s ability to benefit from the Bot. When
designing applications, designers should consider these
challenges and try to mitigate them with better feedback
and instructions to the user.
The diary study also enabled us to reflect on the
effectiveness of computer vision technology in real-world

situations, particularly for accessibility [31,57]. Although
current technology can provide VIPs information they
could not previously access, its effectiveness is hindered by
standard datasets and test procedures. Computer vision
algorithms are trained on photos taken by sighted people,
sometimes on photos shared on social media, resulting in
lower-than-expected perceived accuracy in accessibility use
cases [62]. For future applications that leverage computer
vision as assistive technology, it is important to foster
awareness of photo quality, as well as to train the algorithm
with examples provided by target users.
The interaction design also impacted the performance of the
computer vision algorithms. To balance the interaction
speed and recognition accuracy for a dynamic social
environment, we simplified the audio feedback from prior
blind photography research and only reported the number of
faces in real time. However, the diary study showed that
VIPs had difficulty capturing recognizable faces (faces
were cut-off, blurry, or dark). It may be necessary to
provide more guidance to help users better aim the camera,
sacrificing speed to improve recognition accuracy.
LIMITATIONS

As in any study, our diary study had some limitations. First,
it involved a relatively small sample size (n = 6), which
allowed us to provide a deep but not large-scale analysis.
Another limitation was that we were unable to measure the
recognition accuracy for photos taken during the study; we
did not collect the photos taken by our participants because
the photos included people who were not participants in the
study. Future research should explore new evaluation
approaches that would both safeguard non-users’ privacy
and effectively evaluate computer vision technology in realworld situations (e.g., a diary study).
CONCLUSION

We designed Accessibility Bot, a research prototype Bot on
Facebook Messenger, which recognizes friends of people
with visual impairments by leveraging Facebook’s high
performance face recognition algorithms and the large set
of tagged photos on Facebook. We evaluated Accessibility
Bot outside of a laboratory environment through a
weeklong diary study to understand participants’ daily
experiences with the Bot in different social situations. We
found that Accessibility Bot was helpful for most
participants.
However,
people’s
experience
was
undermined by the low perceived accuracy, difficulty with
aiming the camera, and other usability issues that do not
typically arise in lab studies. We discussed these real-world
challenges and provided design implications for future face
recognition applications for users with visual impairments.
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